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Obedience is pleasure My horny, faithful sissy slave... 

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price 
Sales price $25.00

Ask a question about this product 

Description 

Automatic Obedience Sissy Training (Two Loops):

Automatic obedience to your Domina's commands requires training through a combination of
dedication, submission, and self-sacrifice to fully embrace My absolute authority.

In this loop session I will condition your mind to appreciate why I am your addiction, reinforcing
the TRUTH that I will always be the focal point of ALL your erotic pleasures: the longing arousal
triggered by the mere thought of Me; the fantasy of kneeling at My sexy feet, passionately
kissing each painted toe; and, the complete mental surrender as you relinquish all resistance
just to please your adorable Domina. (Aww)

To Love, Honor, and Obey Me requires selfless devotion, always looking for opportunities to win
My approval, just to temporarily quench the insatiable thirst to serve Me. Obedience is pleasure
My horny, faithful sissy slave, so open yourself to the indoctrination and allow the virtues of
REAL submission to drop you ever deeper into My world of loving domination and control.
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Reviews

Tuesday, 13 July 2021 

Although shorter than Domina's usual sessions, don't let that dissuade you, these are definitely value for money, as Domina
demonstrates the hold She has over Her slave, both body and mind. They are surprisingly effective at letting Her take control, and even
after one play, you may find the depth of trance comes as a very pleasant surprise. These version are very much aimed at those with a
feminine mindset, are much softer, far more sensual, and feel much more up close and personal than the standard version. Pure
pleasure awaits those who make this purchase... ?  

social recluse 

Monday, 05 July 2021 

A most pleasurable training especially for us sissy gurls... yippee... giggles... Obedience to Domina Shelle is the ultimate pleasure.
Depending if you're enjoy more being aroused and staying chaste for Domina, or if you're a lil cum slut you'll maybe love one of the two
versions that are included in this training more. As for me, i can't decide as the greatest pleasure is to please Domina with automatic
obedience and fullfil all Her desires.

sissy slave andrea 

Sunday, 04 July 2021 

You are my thoughts and my happiness…
You are the confidence that makes me filled with bliss…
Your brilliance warms my mind, body, heart, and soul…
Igniting an ever increasing flame of sexual passion under your inescapable control…
You are the center of my existence and the reason for all that I do…
I am your slave for all of time; the only one I Obey is YOU… *heart*

Bubbles 

Saturday, 03 July 2021 

my life has changed in ways i never thought it would. im Enjoying myself with deep intense feelings like i have felt before and all down to
one Woman, Domina Shelle! Her erotic hypnosis is powerful and it works in such a Wonderfully Magical way.... im bending sissy now
and loving it, but ill Obey Her regardless as there is no way i want this to stop! Domina Shelle Please i Beg You take me.......

Roland 
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